
 

 
The parent company of Spring USA, Cornerstone Foodservice Group has added Astra Mfg.  

Since 1993, Astra has produced premium, professional espresso machines, steamers, grinders and accessories with the goal to 

exceed customer expectations every time. Designed with aerospace engineering and manufactured within the USA, these reliable                        

and efficient machines provide gourmet coffee selections to a wide range of commercial and residential consumers.  

 

Durable. Reliable. Exceptional 

Expresso 

                           

 

 

 

 

 

Automatic and Semi Automatic Expresso machines with 1, 2 or 3 portafilters. 

Astra’s Automatic espresso machines are designed for high output and provide perfect portion control with the touch of a button.  

Astra’s Semi-automatic expresso machines offer unmatched reliability, quality and simplicity. Both types of expresso machines come 

with a self-tamping, high density group head, nickel plated copper boiler and a temperature stabilizing thermocycling system. 

 

 

 

 

 

Unmatched performance and top-of-the-line quality 

• All steel chassis 

• All metal internal brewing mechanism 

• Aerospace-grade hosing and wiring components 

 

Modular parts combined with intuitive features 

• Built to easily install, operate, and maintain 

• IntelliprogramTM* smart features offer innovative capabilities 

• Uncomplicated water and electrical hook up 

 

 

http://www.shoreview.com/
https://www.astramfr.com/


 

Efficient. Intelligent. Effortless 

Super Automatic Expresso 

 

Anyone can produce barista-made quality with Astra’s fully automated machines  

which produce up to 16 drink selections with the touch of a button.  

IntelliprogramTM smart features include pre-infusion options, programmable power  

cycling, management reporting and troubleshooting capabilities. Refrigerator option  

is fully integrated with self-cleaning process for food safety and ease of use. 

 

 

Powerful. Efficient. Beautiful 

Steamers 

                             

Increase output in your café with a dedicated steamer or use it to create an endless menu of specialty drinks including                                                                              

hot chocolate, juice, tea, and smoothies. A great option to cook scrambled eggs or reconstitute soup as well.                                                                         

These reliable Automatic or Semi-Automatic machines are built to last and are easy to maintain.  



 

Grinders 

A Crucial Component of the Brewing Process 

                                                              

These Super Automatic, Automatic and Semi-Automatic grinders will grind coffee beans into a fine ground coffee for yielding                                      

that perfect coffee, espresso or cappuccino beverage. 

 

 


